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Sensory information in the visual, auditory and somatosensory

systems is organized topographically, with key sensory features

ordered in space across neural sheets. Despite the existence of a

spatially stereotyped map of odor identity within the olfactory

bulb, it is unclear whether the higher olfactory cortex uses

topography to organize information about smells. Here, we

review recent work on the anatomy, microcircuitry and

neuromodulation of two higher-order olfactory areas: the

piriform cortex and the olfactory tubercle. The piriform is an

archicortical region with an extensive local associational network

that constructs representations of odor identity. The olfactory

tubercle is an extension of the ventral striatum that may use

reward-based learning rules to encode odor valence. We argue

that in contrast to brain circuits for other sensory modalities, both

the piriform and the olfactory tubercle largely discard any

topography present in the bulb and instead use distributive

afferent connectivity, local learning rules and input from

neuromodulatory centers to build behaviorally relevant

representations of olfactory stimuli.
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Introduction
Many mammalian sensory brain areas are organized such

that physically nearby neurons respond to related

stimuli [1–3]. Indeed, topographic neural maps — in

which stimulus space parameters are converted into

spatial relationships amongst neurons — seem to be a

fundamental property of brain circuits in the visual,

auditory and somatosensory systems. For instance, the

visual system maps the position of objects in visual

space onto the two-dimensional surface of the retina.

This retinotopic map is faithfully projected via orga-

nized axonal projections to thalamic and cortical

visual centers. Hierarchically organized higher-order

cortical areas exploit correlations and differences
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between local positional features to extract information

like object identity, depth and motion [4–6]. Unlike the

small number of continuous sensory parameters that

characterize vision, audition and touch (such as position,

frequency and amplitude), olfactory parameter space is

poorly defined and highly multidimensional [7]. For

example, any given monomolecular odorant can be

described in terms of its functional groups, molecular

weight, chain length, bond substitution, resonance fre-

quency or any number of additional chemical descrip-

tors. Furthermore, olfactory space is inherently

discrete — not only are individual odorants structurally

unique but many of the molecular descriptors typically

used for individual odorants (such as functional group or

bond substitution) cannot be mapped continuously in

any scheme for chemical space. Nevertheless, the brain

somehow transforms this complex stimulus space into a

neural code capable of specifying odor object identity

and valence, higher-order features that are crucial for

allowing animals to learn associations with the entire

universe of odorants and to innately find food, avoid

predators and negotiate conspecific interactions.

The surface of the olfactory bulb, the first processing

center for olfactory information within the brain,

organizes incoming information into a spatially stereo-

typed map of the olfactory world; however, it is unclear

how cortical olfactory areas make use of this map, or

otherwise construct higher-order representations for odor

space. Here we argue that two higher-order olfactory

regions dynamically construct representations of stimulus

parameters using distributive afferent connectivity, local

learning rules and the input from neuromodulatory cen-

ters. We review what is known about the anatomy,

microcircuitry, response properties and overall function

of the piriform cortex and the olfactory tubercle, and

illustrate how these features position each region to

differentially encode two key parameters of olfactory

stimuli: odor identity and odor valence.

Note that here, for reasons of clarity and brevity, we

focus on the specific role of macrocircuits and micro-

circuits in building representations for odorants in

which encoding of stimulus-related features is achieved

through the distribution of information in space.

Because of this focus on spatial maps for olfaction

(particularly within the cortex), we neither discuss

important work that addresses the role of temporal

coding in the olfactory system, nor do we review the

potential role for the olfactory bulb in odor learning and

odor valence encoding. These processes are well

reviewed elsewhere [8–14].
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General anatomy of the mammalian olfactory system. (a) Anatomy of the peripheral olfactory system. Odorant sensory neurons (OSNs) distributed

across the nasal epithelium express a single odorant receptor (OR). Every OSN expressing a particular OR sends its axons to a genetically stereotyped

location on the surface of the olfactory bulb, termed a glomerulus (dashed circles). The bulb contains a number of interneuron types (yellow) including

periglomerular and granule cells. Mitral and the more superficial tufted cells (M/T) send their dendrites into a single glomerulus and their axons

fasciculate to form the lateral olfactory tract (LOT), which projects to olfactory cortex. As noted in the text this review focuses on feedforward afferents

to the olfactory cortex; for simplicity this diagram therefore excludes the many cell types and wiring relevant to intrabulbar processing of olfactory

information. (b) Axonal projection patterns in olfactory cortex from a single glomerulus. Top, flattened preparation of olfactory cortex with nuclei

stained in blue. Major sub-regions of the olfactory cortex are outlined and labeled: piriform cortex (PIR), olfactory tubercle (OT), anterior olfactory

nucleas (AON), cortical amygdala (AMG), lateral entorhineal cortex (ENT). Bottom, same preparation where a single glomerulus has been

electroporated with TMR-dextran (pink). Each sub-region of the olfactory cortex is innervated, but projection patterns vary extensively from region to

region. Scale bar 700 mm; A, anterior; P, posterior; D, dorsal; V, ventral. Figure from [39��].
Anatomy of the olfactory system
The anatomy of the mammalian olfactory system has been

elaborated over the last century using a combination of

anatomical tracing, genetics, imaging and electrophysi-

ology [15–17] (Figure 1a). Specialized olfactory sensory

neurons (OSNs), which detect odorants via expression of

odorant receptor (OR) proteins, are distributed across the

nasal epithelium. Although a typical mammalian genome

encodes hundreds of potential OR genes, each OSN is

thought to exclusively express one type of OR protein [18].

Every neuron expressing a given OR sends its axon to a

genetically stereotyped region of neuropil on the surface of

the olfactory bulb, termed a glomerulus, where it forms

synapses with projection neurons whose cell bodies reside

deeper in the bulb. Each OR is thought to bind odorants

through interactions with specific molecular features, and

on the whole ORs exhibit relatively loose tuning across

odor space. Thus odors activate a specific spatiotemporal

pattern of activity within glomeruli distributed across the

olfactory bulb that can be taken to encode odor identity, as

any given odorant activates a unique constellation of

glomeruli whose spatial distribution is conserved from
www.sciencedirect.com 
animal to animal. The primary projection neurons of the

olfactory bulb, mitral and tufted (M/T) cells, each innerv-

ate a single bulbar glomerulus and elaborate axons that

fasciculate and form the lateral olfactory tract (LOT),

which courses along the ventro-lateral surface of the brain.

Due to differences in intrinsic properties and intrabulbar

processing, mitral and tufted cells exhibit distinct odor

tuning and response properties, with tufted cells respond-

ing more quickly and more broadly to odorants [16,19–21].

The extensive axonal arbors of M/T cells can span dis-

tances of up to a centimeter (in the mouse) and innervate

several areas collectively known as ‘olfactory cortex’ [22],

including the piriform cortex (PCTX), olfactory tubercle

(OT), cortical amygdala (CoA), anterior olfactory nucleus

(AON), tenia tecta and lateral entorhinal cortex.

Afferent input
The dramatic crystalline array of glomeruli tiling the sur-

face of the olfactory bulb (Figure 1) raises the possibility

that sensory information is organized into discrete glomer-

ular channels and further suggests that the glomerular array

itself might be organized topographically — the surface of
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:120–132
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an ‘unrolled’ olfactory bulb might organize olfactory infor-

mation (i.e. inputs to single glomeruli) into a two-dimen-

sional map that represents features of olfactory space. The

unusual anatomy of the olfactory bulb therefore potentially

reconciles the idea that olfactory space is discrete (via

molecular feature encoding within discrete glomeruli) with

the notion that continuous sensory maps are often built in

two-dimensional sheets, raising the possibility that the

bulb contains a topographically-organized map for smell

not so different from topographic maps for other sensory

modalities. Of course, maps are useful only insofar as they

are read: thus more than 50 years before molecular biol-

ogists revealed the underlying functional organization of

the bulb, researchers injected dyes, enzymes and radio-

active tracers to ask whether there was a topographical

relationship between spatial domains within the olfactory

bulb and target regions in the olfactory cortex [23–31]. In

principle the results from such experiments could fall

anywhere between one of two extremes, from point-to-

point topography (where nearby glomeruli project to

nearby areas in olfactory cortex, reminiscent of retinal

projections to the lateral geniculate nucleus of the

thalamus), to all-to-all topography (where all glomeruli

project to an equal extent to all regions of olfactory cortex,

abandoning any spatial order apparent in the olfactory

bulb). These early labeling studies revealed a dense inter-

connectivity between the bulb and the olfactory cortex

more suggestive of all-to-all than point-to-point topogra-

phy, but with intriguing hints of underlying organization.

For example, the PCTX was shown to receive input from

predominantly mitral cells, while the OT was shown to get

most of its projections from tufted cells; clear gradients of

axons were also revealed, with the anterior PCTX receiv-

ing more afferents than the posterior PCTX, and the lateral

OT receiving denser innervation from the bulb than the

medial OT [23–31]. However, labeling of smaller bulb

regions and filling of single mitral cells (which only partially

highlighted their cortical extent) revealed patches of axo-

nal branches that focally innervated multiple loci within

the PCTX [32,33]. For many years this and other similar

results served as a sort of Rorschach test, with some

researchers arguing that these focal patches reveal all-to-

all patterns of projection between the bulb and olfactory

cortex, and others concluding that those same patches

demonstrate underlying point-to-point topography. Con-

sistent with notions of a topographic mapping of the bulb

onto the cortex, later experiments in which small amounts

of dye were introduced into the bulb under the guidance of

a fluorescence microscope revealed that projections to the

AON pars externa are topographically organized (with a

matched dorsal-to-ventral pattern of projections), raising

the possibility that other regions of the olfactory cortex also

receive spatially ordered patterns of projections from the

bulb [34,35].

The discovery that the spatial position of any given

glomerulus (as defined by OR expression) is hardwired
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:120–132 
into the bulb and invariant from animal to animal revealed

that odor identity can be encoded through spatial patterns

of glomerular activity within the bulb [18,36–38].

Although local circuits within the olfactory bulb likely

modify these patterns via lateral interactions between

glomeruli [14], the stereotyped nature of OSN axon

projections into the bulb imposes a structured input to

the population of M/T cells that is unique for any given

olfactory stimulus. The fundamental unit of computation

within the olfactory bulb is therefore the glomerulus:

glomeruli are genetically-specified channels that

uniquely subsample olfactory space within a stereotyped

bulbar map of odor identity [18]. Thus, independent of

any notion of topography, characterizing how information

from a single glomerulus is distributed to the rest of the

brain is crucial for understanding the function of the

olfactory system. Recent advances in multiphoton micro-

scopy, genetics and viral tracing technologies have pro-

vided direct experimental access to this question, and in

doing so shed new light on the question of topography in

the olfactory cortex. Electroporation of tetramethylrho-

damine (TMR)-dextran into single genetically identified

glomeruli revealed that projections from the bulb, regard-

less of spatial location or identity, are dispersed across the

entire surface of the PCTX [39��] (Figure 1b). This result

was consistent with others obtained by introducing ante-

rograde viral tracers into ‘sister’ mitral cells that innervate

the same glomerulus [40��]. In this case, each mitral cell

was found to target a unique set of subdomains within the

PCTX, with the summed axonal arbors of those sister

mitral cells that innervate a given glomerulus effectively

tiling the entire surface of the PCTX. Although these

anterograde tracing experiments reveal that each glomer-

ulus distributes its projections across the expanse of the

PCTX, retrograde trans-synaptic viral tracing from single

PCTX cells also demonstrates that single PCTX primary

neurons receive inputs from glomeruli distributed across

the bulb [41��]. Thus, at least with respect to the PCTX,

single glomerulus and single neuron tracing strongly

suggests an all-to-all distribution of sensory information

from the bulb to the cortex — every region of the bulb

projects to every region of the PCTX. It is important to

note that the all-to-all nature of projections from the bulb

to the PCTX breaks down a certain spatial scale because

every glomerulus does not project to every neuron; rather

it appears that PCTX neurons sample from local axons

that contain information from spatially dispersed glomer-

uli within the bulb.

By contrast, anterograde tracing via dye electroporation

revealed a starkly different pattern of projections from

individual glomeruli to the CoA, in which individual

genetically identified glomeruli were found to project to

focal and spatially stereotyped regions of the CoA.

Axonal projections from the OB to the CoA and to

the OT were also found to exhibit a crude set of

topographical relationships: dorsal glomeruli tended
www.sciencedirect.com
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Microcircuits of the piriform cortex and olfactory tubercle. (a) Major cell

types and anatomy of the Piriform Cortex. Excitatory neurons are

colored in blue, inhibitory neurons in red. Axons from the LOT are

restricted to layer 1a, where they synapse onto spiny pyramidal cells

(SP), semilunar cells (SL) and interneurons such as horizontal cells (HZ).

Interneurons present in layer 1a provide feedforward inhibition to SL/SP

cells. Collaterals of SP and SL axons ramify extensively across layers 1b

through 3. These collaterals excite other SP cells as well as small and

large multipolar neurons (MPS, MPL). Multipolar neurons provide strong

feedback inhibition that balances excitation and keeps odor

representations sparse. Dendrites are represented by thick lines, axons

as thin lines. (b) Major cell types and anatomy of the Olfactory Tubercle.

Axons from the LOT are restricted primarily to the superficial molecular

layer of the OT. There, they synapse onto the dendrites of D1R-type and

D2R-type medium spiny neurons (MSNs, D1 colored in light red, D2 in

dark red). The somata of these cells are located in the dense cell layer

(DCL), which undulates across the extent of the OT. Also present are

various interneuron types, such as crescent cells (CC, green). Below the

DCL in the multiform layer are tight clusters of granule cells, the Islands

Of Cajella (IC). The ICs displace the DCL to form crests that approach

the pial surface containing dwarf cells (DC). Intermingled within the

multiform layer are other MSNs and regions of ventral pallidum and

displaced pallidal cells (PD, orange).
to project to ventral regions of the CoA and OT, while

ventral bulb regions projected to corresponding dorsal

regions in the these areas ([39��], preliminary data).

This topography is not strict: individual glomeruli were

identified that break this general rule, further support-

ing the notion that the relevant unit of computation in

this system is the glomerulus itself. Retrograde tracing

also revealed features of topographic order in the olfac-

tory system; primary neurons in the AON revealed

topographically ordered patterns of projection from

the bulb that preserve dorsal–ventral relationships (con-

sistent with previous dye tracing results [35]), and in-

fection of neurons within the CoA revealed a higher

overall density of innervation from the dorsal bulb

[41��].

Taken together these results suggest that at the ana-

tomic level the genetically stereotyped glomerular map

of odor identity within the olfactory bulb is dramatically

rewritten through projections to the cortex: projections

to the PCTX are dispersive and effectively destroy any

notion of spatial order originating within the olfactory

bulb, while in contrast the CoA receives topographically

organized patterns of projection, suggesting that it may

make use of information that is spatially organized

across the olfactory bulb. The OT seems to sit between

these two extremes: although Sosulski et al. [39��] did

not analyze the pattern of projections from single glo-

meruli to the OT comprehensively, there seems to be

little order to the bulbar projections other than the

overall dorsal–ventral axis mapping mentioned above,

and the preferential innervation of the ‘crest’ regions of

the OT (see below). Taken together, these observations

suggest that the OT receives a ‘hybrid’ transformation

of the glomerular map, although much work remains to

be done to quantify afferent patterns of projection to

the OT.

Local circuit anatomy and response
properties
Piriform cortex

Anatomy

The PCTX, the largest and best-studied subregion of

the olfactory cortex, is a trilaminar archicortical structure

heavily innervated by the olfactory bulb [42–45]

(Figure 2a). Layer 1a contains primarily afferent axons

from the bulb, while layer 1b contains associational

axons from neurons located throughout the PCTX;

the dendrites of the principal cells of the PCTX span

both sub-layers. Layer 1 also includes GABAergic hori-

zontal (HZ) and neurogliaform (NG) interneurons [46–
50], whose superficially localized axons are poised to

provide dendritic feedforward inhibition to other

neurons of the PCTX. Layer 2 contains the principal

neurons of the PCTX, the glutamatergic semilunar (SL)

and spiny pyramidal (SP) cells. Both SL and SP cells

extend apical dendrites up to the pial surface where they
www.sciencedirect.com 
receive synaptic input from the LOT and other cells of

the PCTX, innervate downstream regions like the

entorhinal and prefrontal cortices and elaborate exten-

sive associational collaterals in layers 1b through 3

[51,52��,53�]. SL cells are located in the more superficial

layer 2a and do not have basal dendrites, while SP cells

are densely packed in layer 2b and have basal dendrites

extending into Layer 3. Layer 2 also contains several
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:120–132
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GABAergic interneurons, including bitufted, and small

and large multipolar cells [46–50]. Layer 3 is predomi-

nantly neuropilar, containing relatively few somata,

including deep pyramidal cells and a number of inter-

neuron types. As mentioned above, the PCTX has been

traditionally divided into anterior and posterior portions,

and the ratio of afferent to associational fibers in layer 1

decreases as one moves more posterior [22,54]. Thus,

the primary neurons of the PCTX are anatomically

poised to respond to activity in the bulb conveyed by

the LOT in a manner that is strongly modulated by local

feedforward and feedback excitation and inhibition.

Microcircuitry

Several studies using in vitro approaches have character-

ized microcircuits in the PCTX [46,50,53�,55,56,57�]. As

expected from anatomy, both SL and SP neurons are

directly excited by LOT stimulation, but unitary excitatory

post-synaptic currents (EPSCs) in SL cells are 3–4 times

larger on average, suggesting a greater sensitivity of SL

neurons to bulbar activity [53�,56]. A recent study using

glutamate uncaging to activate different numbers of ran-

dom glomeruli in the bulb showed that SL/SP neurons

typically only fire action potentials when 3 or more glo-

meruli are co-active [58�] (but see [59]). HG and NG

interneurons within layer 1 are also directly activated by

LOT fibers; paired recordings between HZ/NG and SL/SP

cells show that they indeed mediate feedforward dendritic

inhibition onto the principal cells of the PCTX and thus

temper bulbar excitation [46,50]. Interestingly, the

responses of HZ/NG cells to LOT stimulation attenuate

over frequencies and time-scales similar to rodent breath-

ing rates. This has lead to the idea that layer 1 interneurons

might filter out spurious, weak or asynchronous LOT

activity in the dendrites of SL and SP neurons [46].

Furthermore, SL/SP neurons have low spontaneous firing

rates, again demonstrating that the relatively high spon-

taneous firing rates observed in mitral and tufted cells in

the bulb are filtered before transmission to primary neurons

in the PCTX [59–62]. Finally, while unitary EPSCs evoked

by single-fiber LOT stimulation are equivalent in ampli-

tude between layer 1 interneurons and SP cells, LOT-

evoked compound EPSCs are �6 times larger in layer 1

interneurons, presumably due to greater convergence of

LOT axons onto the interneurons [46]. Combined with the

distributed nature of afferents in the piriform, this leads to

the prediction that layer 1 interneurons should be more

broadly tuned to odors than SL/SP cells.

The prominent associational connectivity of the PCTX

likely plays a crucial role in shaping PCTX network

activity. Although unitary associational EPSCs in SL

and SP cells are equal in amplitude, compound associa-

tional EPSCs are much larger in SP cells, suggesting that

SP neurons receive more associational inputs [53�,54].

These data, taken together with the LOT stimulation

experiments discussed above, demonstrate an important
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:120–132 
distinction between SL and SP cells: the activity of SL

cells is relatively more sensitive to bulbar input, whereas

SP cell activity is primarily driven by local feedforward

excitation. Recent work using optogenetics and whole-

cell recordings demonstrated that feedforward excitation

in the PCTX is spatially widespread — cells up to 2 mm

away are reliably excited by presynaptic activation

[54,57�]. Although individual associational connections

are sparse and weak, with connection probabilities less

than 1% and unitary EPSCs of 25–35 pA, the number of

such synapses is high — estimated to be an order of

magnitude greater than the number of afferent inputs

[57�,58�]. These factors combine to make associational

inputs onto SP cells very strong in aggregate. Indeed,

recent work found examples of neurons that were excited

by activating large numbers of glomeruli even when

direct inputs from individual glomeruli were negligible

[58�]. This result indicates a crucial role for the associa-

tional network of the PCTX in activating neurons within

an odor-evoked ensemble of responsive cells.

The extensive recurrent network in the PCTX implies an

important role for inhibition in preventing runaway exci-

tation; indeed, the PCTX is prone to seizures in both

rodents and humans, demonstrating the importance of

the excitatory/inhibitory balance in this brain area

[63,64]. This has been explored in experiments in which

researchers record post-synaptic currents in SL/SP cells

while repeatedly stimulating the LOT; under these con-

ditions feedback inhibitory post-synaptic currents (IPSCs)

increase in amplitude [46,50]. This observed increase in

feedback inhibition is likely due to a progressive recruit-

ment of SL/SP cells during the stimulus train, which in turn

evokes increased feedback inhibition mediated primarily

by fast-spiking multipolar cells located in layers 2 and 3.

These synaptic dynamics, along with those mentioned

above for layer 1 interneurons, suggest that activity in

the PCTX may shift over time from an input-dominated

mode to an association-dominated mode, underscoring the

importance of deep layer interneurons in controlling over-

all activity. The spatial spread of feedback inhibition is

essentially equivalent to the spatial distribution of feedfor-

ward excitation, although the resulting IPSCs are stronger

than the EPSCs [57�]. As a consequence, any group of

‘starter’ neurons triggered by an odor stimulus will activate

a particular ensemble of PCTX neurons via feedforward

excitation, which will in turn activate even more neurons.

The scale of this feedforward excitation is such that the

recruited ensemble is large (spanning most of the piriform)

but the larger amplitude of inhibition relative to excitation

keeps this representation relatively sparse and prevents

epileptic activity.

Odor response properties

The receptive fields of individual neurons in the PCTX

have been determined at the single cell level with in vivo
extracellular and intracellular recordings, and at the
www.sciencedirect.com
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population level with immediate early gene staining and

in vivo two-photon calcium imaging [51,52��,59,62,65–69,

70�,71,72�,73–75]. Electrophysiological studies have indi-

cated that individual neurons can be excited by multiple

odors, often in a respiration-modulated manner, and

that cells responsive to any one odor are distributed

across the anterior and posterior PCTX, consistent with

the anatomy summarized above. In general odors activate

around 10% of recorded SL/SP cells [51,62,71]. However,

one study using a 25-odor set suggested that multiple sub-

classes of SL/SP cells might exist [62]. This study ident-

ified at least two types of cells: a larger class that was

broadly tuned to structurally dissimilar odors, and a

smaller class that was narrowly tuned. It would be inter-

esting if these classes reflected SP and SL cells, respect-

ively, but it is as likely that these data simply reflect the

peculiarities of associational connections in the PCTX.

One consistent finding is that interneurons in layer 1 are

much more broadly tuned than the principal neurons in

layers 2/3 [51,52��,62]; this result is consistent with the

microcircuit structure described above, and suggests an

important role for global feedforward inhibition in this

brain area. To explore the organization of odor-driven

responses at the ensemble level, in vivo two-photon

calcium imaging has been used to look at odor responses

distributed across wide stretches of the PCTX [72�].
These experiments demonstrate that odor responses are

spatially distributed across the PCTX, and provide direct

evidence that odor-evoked responses form overlapping

ensembles, consistent with previous work using c-fos stain-

ing [76]. In addition, these experiments demonstrated that

odor responses ‘add’ sublinearly and thus odor mixtures

tend to activate similar numbers of neurons as their com-

ponents, and that the density of ensemble responses is only

weakly dependent on odor concentration.

These results suggest that the PCTX generates odor

representations such that any given odor or odor mixture

(at a wide range of concentrations) recruits a unique,

spatially dispersed and approximately equally sized

ensemble of primary neurons. Receptive fields within

the PCTX are not organized topographically, and indi-

vidual neurons respond to multiple structurally distinct

odors. The extensive excitatory and inhibitory associa-

tional network present in the PCTX plays a key role in

normalizing responses to any given olfactory stimulus and

in building dispersive ensembles that are well-suited to

encode odor object identity.

Neuromodulation

The PCTX is innervated by a number of neuromodu-

latory centers, including the noradrenergic locus coeru-

leus and the cholinergic nucleus of the horizontal limb of

the diagonal band [77,78], which alter activity and

plasticity within the PCTX. Acetylcholine (ACh) has

been shown to affect a wide variety of cellular processes

in the PCTX, including increasing the intrinsic
www.sciencedirect.com 
excitability of principal cells and interneurons and alter-

ing both inhibitory and excitatory synaptic transmission,

via the activation of pre-synaptic and post-synaptic meta-

botropic ACh receptors [79–82]. In particular, ACh has

been shown to suppress associative fiber responses while

leaving afferent fiber responses relatively unchanged.

However, long-term potentiation of the associational

pathways is enhanced in the presence of ACh, likely

due to a suppression of local inhibition [81–83]. These

findings suggest that ACh might allow for plasticity in the

associational fibers, but prevents indiscriminate changes

across the entire network. This hypothesis is supported

by behavioral experiments in which animals were first

habituated to a mixture of odors and then components of

these mixtures were tested for cross-habituation [65].

When metabotropic ACh signaling was blocked with

scopolamine, cross-habituation between mixtures and

their components increased, suggesting that the animal

failed to ‘learn’ the mixture as a unique odor object.

Increased cholinergic tone is associated with increases

in attention and arousal, and so this may serve as a way for

the animal to selectively enhance its ability to discrimi-

nate important olfactory features of the environment

[84,85,86�]. Taken together, these results have led to

theoretical models wherein ACh allows for the formation

of unique neuronal ensembles representing odor objects

via rapid synaptic plasticity of the associational network

within the PCTX [83,87]. These intriguing models are

ripe for more detailed investigation.

Olfactory tubercle

Anatomy

The OT lies ventral/medial and slightly anterior to the

PCTX, and is apparent on the surface of the brain as a

slight bulge separated from the PCTX by the LOT.

Historically, the OT has been described as a laminar

structure, which led early investigators to assume that

it was cortical in nature [88,89]. Later histological and

anatomical studies lent support to the idea that the OT is

the ventral-most extension of the striatum, the input

structure of the basal ganglia [88]. Indeed, the OT is

physically contiguous with the nucleus accumbens

(NucAcc) and shares common patterns of inputs and

outputs [90–92]. Like the NucAcc, the OT receives

inputs from the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus and

amygdala. The OT projects to the ventral striatum and

pallidum, thalamus, hypothalamus, and various brainstem

nuclei that control feeding, drinking and locomotor beha-

vior [88]. Notably, the OT is heavily and bidirectionally

connected with the ventral tegmental area (VTA), a

dopaminergic center that also targets the NucAcc core

and shell [93�]. In addition, the OT is a bona fide olfactory

area, receiving direct input from the bulb, and extensive

inputs from the other parts of olfactory cortex, including

the PCTX and CoA [30,31,94]. Interestingly, the OT does

not send associational axons to the other higher-order

olfactory areas, a situation similar to the dorsal sensorimotor
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:120–132
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striatum. As a whole, these features strongly suggest that

the OT should be considered olfactory/limbic striatum.

The OT is traditionally divided into a molecular layer, a

so-called dense cell layer (DCL) and a sparser multiform

layer [88] (Figure 2b). As its name suggests, the molecular

layer predominantly consists of the axons of the LOT and

other olfactory cortical regions, and the dendrites of cells

residing deeper in the OT. Unlike layer 2/3 in the PCTX,

the DCL is not a regular lamina — instead it undulates

across the extent of the whole OT. The principal cell type

within the DCL is the medium spiny neuron (MSN).

These GABAergic neurons are the principal cells of the

OT, and as is true in the rest of the striatum these neurons

express D1-type and D2-type dopamine receptors

[95,96]. The dendrites of OT MSNs extend to the pial

surface and their axons project to the deeper multiform

layer, forming collateral bridges to the rest of the ventral

striatum, as well as projecting to the ventral pallidum and

several other brain areas. Finally, the multiform layer,

which is loosely intermingled with the ventral pallidum,

contains axon bundles from a wide variety of brain areas

and sparse cellular somata (likely representing inter-

neurons) [88].

One of the most conspicuous anatomical features of

the OT is the presence of the Islands of Calleja

(IC) — large regions of tightly packed granular cells that

lie just above the DCL and extend dorsally into the

NucAcc [97–99]. These islands, which generally number

between 10 and 20, are heterogeneously distributed from

animal to animal [100]. Interestingly, the ICs seem to

form topographically organized and reciprocal connec-

tions with the NucAcc, amygdala and PCTX. The ICs

develop after other cell types in the OT, presumably

displacing the DCL outward and contributing to its

rippled structure [100,101]. The undulating DCL forms

caps of cells called ‘crests’ close to the pial surface over-

laying the ICs, and within these crests reside a sub-type of

MSNs with smaller cell bodies termed dwarf cells [88].

The functional significance of ICs and crests of dwarf

cells, which are unique to this otherwise striatum-like

structure, is unknown.

Microcircuitry

In stark contrast to the PCTX, the microcircuitry of the

OT remains essentially uncharacterized. Little is known

about the properties of direct inputs from the bulb,

associational connections within the OT, or the extensive

connections from other olfactory cortical areas. In vivo
recordings of field potentials within the OT elicited while

stimulating the LOT demonstrated paired-pulse facili-

tation, although this finding also holds true for every other

higher-order olfactory region examined [102]. Field

responses in the DCL can be evoked by stimulating

the molecular layer or the multiform layer, and these

responses are differentially sensitive to cholinergic
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:120–132 
agonists and antagonists [103]. However, the significance

and site of action of these drugs remains uncertain.

Finally, voltage-sensitive dye imaging in an ex vivo guinea

pig preparation revealed a biphasic response in the OT to

LOT stimulation [104]. This response is strongest in the

lateral OT, and severing input into the PCTX selectively

reduces the second phase of the response. Taken

together, these results confirm that the OT functionally

responds to LOT stimulation and to associational inputs

from the PCTX, as predicted by anatomy.

The most comprehensive in vitro electrophysiological

survey of OT neurons was performed by Chiang and

Strowbridge [105�], in a study in which they recorded

from neurons distributed across the DCL and multiform

layers. They examined the intrinsic properties of these

cells and found that they were divided into three broad

classes: regular-spiking, intermittently-spiking and burst-

ing cells. Regular spiking cells were spiny and likely

correspond to MSNs. Their intermittently spiking and

bursting cells seemed to include several morphological

cell classes, and are probably a combination of distinct

types. There are several poorly characterized interneuron

types in the OT, most of which probably represent

variants on the major neurons of the striatum including

crescent cells (possibly cholinergic interneurons), and

spine-poor and spindle cells (possibly GABAergic inter-

neurons) [88]. Electrophysiological characterization of IC

granule cells reveals that they are coupled via gap junc-

tions and that this coupling is modulated by dopamine;

however, the relationship of the ICs and the rest of the

OT remains a mystery [106]. Future in vitro slice exper-

iments targeting genetically identified subtypes of cells

will be crucial in understanding the organization and

function of microcircuits within the OT.

Odor response properties

Recent in vivo studies have used extracellular recordings

to investigate odor responses in all three layers of the OT

in anesthetized rats [70�,107,108]. The majority of units

in the OT are spontaneously active at around 5 Hz and

modulated by breath rate. These spontaneous firing rates

are consistent with MSNs in the rest of the striatum, but

higher than those observed in the PCTX. Odor exposure

increases the firing rate of a subset of units in the OT by

several Hz, and these odor-responsive cells exhibit similar

tuning properties and firing latencies to those described

for primary neurons within the PCTX. Neurons in the

OT were also found to respond to mixtures as well as to

monomolecular odorants. Like the recordings performed

to date in the PCTX, conclusions from this work in the

OT are constrained by relatively small odor stimulus sets

and low number of recorded units. Furthermore, the

heterogeneous anatomy of the OT makes targeted

recording of specific layers and cell types particularly

challenging. Given these limitations, perhaps it is not

surprising that odor response properties in the OT and
www.sciencedirect.com
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the PCTX are superficially similar. However, the OT

might encode information about olfactory stimuli in

properties that extracellular recordings might miss,

such as cell-type identity, large-scale topography, layer

specificity or responses to neuromodulation. Finally,

we note that a subset of units in the OT responds to

auditory as well as olfactory stimuli, presumably through

inputs from the hippocampus [108]. Thus, like other parts

of the striatum, the OT may integrate olfactory input and

other kinds of sensory stimuli with the motivational state

of the animal via inputs from the rest of the basal fore-

brain.

Neuromodulation

Like the adjacent NucAcc, the OT is densely intercon-

nected with the VTA, a dopaminergic center whose

activity is tightly associated with reward and reward-

based learning [93�]. Indeed, lesions of the OT disrupt

attention and social behaviors, and rats self-administer

cocaine into the tubercle even more readily than into the

NucAcc or ventral pallidum [109–111]. These results

suggest that dopaminergic modulation of activity in the

OT is reinforcing and likely crucial to its proper function

[112–115].

Microcircuit models of the piriform cortex and
the olfactory tubercle
The differences in bulbar input, axonal projection

patterns, microcircuitry, and cell types in the PCTX

and the OT suggest that while they both receive

extensive olfactory input, they likely encode different

aspects of odor stimuli and perform distinct types of

computations.

On the basis of anatomical similarity to the hippo-

campus (in terms of recurrent feedforward and feedback
Figure 3

Odor A Odor B(a) (b

Odor representations and learning in the piriform cortex. (a) Odor represent

activates unique, overlapping and sparse patterns of neuronal activation ac

Semilunar cells are especially strongly activated by afferent input from the bu

local network activity. Ensembles for two distinct odors (a and b) are shown

stabilized by acetylcholine. When presented with a mixture of odors (A + B),

silent neurons to fire (double triangles) and some previously excited cells to fa

for rapid synaptic plasticity, which stabilizes the representation of A + B as a

spiny pyramidal cells are added and lost in the new representation.
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connectivity, both within the PCTX itself and between

the PCTX and other olfactory cortical regions), and

increasing experimental evidence, the PCTX has been

hypothesized to be an associational memory circuit,

binding molecular features of olfactory input into holis-

tic odor representations [42,45,116] (Figure 3). Current

data suggest that projections from any given glomerulus in

the olfactory bulb tile the surface of the piriform cortex,

offering any particular PCTX neuron the opportunity to

sample afferents from a subset of bulbar axons without

respect to glomerular location within the bulb. This dis-

tributive olfactory input from the bulb excites SP and

especially SL cells, which seed activation of spatially

distributed ensembles of SP cells via the extensive asso-

ciational network present in the PCTX. Feedback inhi-

bition driven by layer 2/3 interneurons keeps these odor

representations relatively sparse (10 percent of cells or

less), thereby increasing discriminability and preventing

runaway excitation. Because each ensemble of recruited

neurons is specific for a given odorant, the PCTX is well-

suited to dynamically and synthetically represent the

identity of the almost unlimited number of unique olfac-

tory stimuli (both monomolecular odorants and complex

odor objects) an organism might encounter in a lifetime.

Information from the PCTX is projected to both to other

regions of the olfactory system (e.g. bulb, OT, AON) and to

regions of the brain involved in behavioral decision making

and cognition (e.g. entorhinal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex)

which may use these ensembles as a means to facilitate

odor discrimination and behavioral coupling. Recent work

using optogenetics supports the notion that PCTX ensem-

bles can be dynamically linked to adaptive behaviors, as

essentially random light-activated ensembles of SL/SP

neurons can be associated with appetitive and aversive

stimuli, and these associations can be used to entrain

behaviors [117].
Odor A + B)

Spiny Pyramidal Cell

Semilunar Cell

Cell Lost

Cell Added

Current Opinion in Neurobiology

ations in the piriform cortex. Distributed input from the olfactory bulb

ross the extent of the piriform cortex, ideal for encoding odor identity.

lb (circles), while spiny pyramidal cells (triangles) are excited primarily by

, active cells are colored. (b) Odor mixtures are dynamically learned and

 activity at new excitatory and inhibitory synapses drive some previously

ll silent (grey centers). The presence of acetylcholine in the piriform allows

 unique odor object. Note that the semilunar cells remain activated, while
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Current evidence also suggests an important role for

neuromodulation in stabilizing patterns of activity and

in entraining particular ensembles of neurons within the

PCTX to respond to a particular odorant. When ACh

levels are high, cellular and network properties of the

PCTX change such that exposure to an odor can induce

long-term plasticity at synapses of the associational net-

work, thus linking the presence of an odor in the environ-

ment with the activation of a complete neuronal

ensemble; this crystallization plays a key role in olfactory

pattern completion, as subsequent partial or weak olfac-

tory inputs are then sufficient to recruit a consistent

subpopulation of neurons in the PCTX. Indeed, when

a single component of an odorant mixture is removed,

responses in the PCTX remain more correlated than in

the olfactory bulb [65]. When one component is swapped

for another, however, responses in both M/T cells and the

PCTX became significantly decorrelated. It will be inter-

esting to test if blocking cholinergic signaling — which

also has broad effects on attention and salience — inter-

feres in general with olfactory learning paradigms.

By contrast to the PCTX, there is no well-formed model

for what the OT might encode or what computations it

might execute. In general, the striatum is thought to

facilitate action selection, integrating sensory information

and motivational state of the animal to activate appro-

priate motor programs while suppressing unwanted beha-

viors [118–121]. At a microcircuit level, MSNs have been

theorized to implement this function via local collaterals,

with mutually inhibitory MSN ensembles competing for

dominance using a ‘winner-take-all’ mechanism [122–
124]. However, MSN collateral synapses are relatively

weak and sparse compared to the feedforward excitation

present in the associational network of the PCTX, and

circuit-scale MSN dynamics in vivo have been difficult to

determine [125–127]. Nevertheless, these models are

useful as a framework for how the OT might process

olfactory information.

On the basis of structural homology with the NucAcc, one

hypothesis is that the OT maps molecular features of any

given olfactory stimulus onto a valence (such as pleasant

or aversive), facilitating the execution of appropriate

motivated behaviors [128]. Indeed, neurons in the ventral

striatum have been shown to acquire sensory responses to

odors predictive of value after various learning tasks, and

in other studies respond to innately aversive and attrac-

tive stimuli [129,130]. How valence might be encoded

within the OT is not yet clear, but it may be constructed

through the topographic distribution of differentially

connected MSNs in space, or perhaps through biases in

the balance of D1 and D2 MSNs that are recruited in

response to any given stimulus [131–133]. The OT

receives crudely topographic inputs along the dorso-ven-

tral axis from the OB; genetic studies have suggested that

dorsal regions of the olfactory bulb are enriched in
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 24:120–132 
glomeruli that specify innate behaviors, suggesting that

the ventromedial OT may be particularly important in

this regard [134]. The OT may also use reward-based

learning algorithms to update this encoding of valence

over time, integrating olfactory information, dopamine

from the VTA and motivational state from the rest of

the basal forebrain. Such mechanisms could then

promote appropriate odor-based action selection via its

projections to the ventral pallidum, hypothalamus and

brainstem nuclei [110]. This model predicts that reward-

ing or aversive stimuli would have distinct representa-

tions in the OT, and that the representation of neutral

odors would shift accordingly as they are paired with

appetitive or aversive stimuli. Further characterization

of odor responses with carefully selected olfactory stimuli

and reward-based learning paradigms will be crucial in

determining if the OT is involved in the representation of

odor valence.

Conclusions and future directions
In conclusion, while the OT and the PCTX both receive

olfactory input from the bulb, they differ significantly in

terms of the nature of this input, their anatomy, cell types,

microcircuitry and neuromodulation. However in both

cases these brain areas likely construct representations

for olfactory stimuli using local, circuit-specific learning

algorithms. Neuromodulation likely plays a crucial role in

both circuits, gating and shaping ongoing neural activity.

Interestingly, the PCTX seems to largely discard any

spatial organization present in the olfactory bulb, perhaps

because this information is not useful for the compu-

tations it executes. Instead, the evenly distributed inputs

from all areas of the olfactory bulb suggest that the PCTX

comprehensively samples olfactory space. This makes

intuitive sense based on its proposed function: odor

identity is unlikely to be specific to any given molecular

feature and instead is a holistic aspect of odor stimuli.

Although the jury is still out, the OT also appears to

receive relatively distributed inputs from the bulb, which

would enable comprehensive odor space sampling, facil-

itating the assignment of valence to arbitrary odors.

Olfactory stimuli are complex and perhaps it is no surprise

that the neural map of the olfactory bulb is demultiplexed

by parallel, specialized higher-order brain areas. Indeed,

the discrete and multidimensional nature of olfactory

space suggests that a single topographic map is likely

insufficient to extract all relevant features of any given

odor. Some regions of olfactory cortex may use aspects of

the genetically defined glomerular organization present in

the olfactory bulb, and others may discard it, instead

building representations that are based on the life history

of the animal. Understanding olfaction will require dis-

section of microcircuitry and untangling the complex

relationships between the sub-regions of the olfactory

system. Relative comparisons between different higher-

order olfactory areas through a combination of genetic,
www.sciencedirect.com
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electrophysiological, imaging and behavior approaches

will help us understand how the brain can make sense

of such a complex, but fundamental sensory modality.
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